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DVN 4«APR*75 20:23 25675 
Statement/Paragraph# Plex/Substrueture, wastebasKet 

X like the suggestion or calling statement paragraph, and plex 
substrcutr*, and of saving deletes, I think we have to think 
carefully about t he nroceoures and commands of saving deletes. It 
doesn't see.? to me normally worth while to save units smaller that a 
statement# nut what about a mass substitute? 1 

I have some worries about the psychological effect on new users who 
are unimaginative of calling a statement a papragraph, For example, 
from time to time if is useful to make sentences up of more than one 
statment, Are people going to feel needlessly confined because of 
the name? 2 

i 
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synchronizing tenchnarK runtiles 
KEV 4- APR-75 20 3 50 

the following two programs are availaDle tor synchronizing the 
running ot runfiles for benchmark purposes: 

Lppnp]<victor>srttst.sav - run this before starting any of your 
runfiles, it will print out the current date and time ana then 
asK you what time you wish the test to start, enter the time as 
hhsmm terminated by a cr. 

Cbhnb]<victor>syntst , s a v  - run this as tne first thing in your 
runfiles, it will print out the current date and time and tell 
you when the test is scheduled to start, then it will dismiss 
until the start time, at the start time it will Print out a 
message saying tnat the test is starting. 

1 
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NSW •• Dispatcher/Encapsulator/File^Package for Tool Bearing Hosts 

Summary of Meeting between R, schantz# J, White & J. Postel# on 21 & 
28 March 1975, 

Three tonics were discussed! The Dispatcher# The Encapsuiator# and 
The File package. 

The Dispatcher 

The main concerns here are the association between the calling 
user and the directory assigned for his use. The following 
strategy allows the user to end UP in his own login directory. 
This then allows the regular access controls of toe system to oe 
effective. 

The dispatcher performs the server side of the standard Initial 
Connection Protocol such that the two resulting connections are 
openned to a new lob (which is a PCP job), 3b 

Listens on the PCP contact socket L 

L « as decimal 3bla 

Selects a new socket Pair (S) from the dispatcher's socket name 
space (directory relative) 3b2 

In TbV.tX# selects a new socket pair C S) from a common tool 
socket sPaee# bv means of using directory relative socket 
names, 3b2a 

Creates a 3®n containing PCP stuff and passes it the host 
number H# and socket numbers U (remote caller) and s (new 
local) ip the, Creates a new job for each request, 3b3 

In Tenex the arguments are passed in the registers# 3b3a 

AGO * H C8 bit host number) 3b3al 

AC I 5 U (Absolute 32 bit receive socket name) 3b3a2 

AC2 = S (air rel 15 bit receive socket name) 3b3a3 

Sends the socket number S to the calling process and closes the 
connection# t hen loops back to the beaming, 3p4 

The socket sent to the caller is actually S*, which is the 
full 32 bit socket name of the receive socket derived from 
S# anc on TENEX consists of <17 bit directory * ><S> 3b 4a 

The TENEX dispatcher can and will see if. a system shutdown is 

1 
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pendina and imminent. Jf the shutdown is within same interval T# 
then trie dispatcher > 111 not. accent any new icP requests in order 
to minimize the possibility of users having their tool yanxed out 
from under them, 3c 

Two approaches are possible, I) Ignore the request by sending 
an immediate CLOSE, or 2) open the send connection and pass 
some useful status information such as the time we are expected 
to pe hack up, (Note that an odd number passed to the caller is 
a violation or X CP protocol and can be interpreted as a time, 
or anything else we choose,} Ultimately, we can get as complex 
as we want to get the proper behavior since selecting the 
interval X is a problem. There probably exist two tyoes ot 
transactions, short ana long. If we select an interval very 
close to shutdown time, long transaction which don't have a 
prayer of finishing will be allowed to start. If we make the 
interval longer# transactions which are short and could 
possibly finish before shutdown may be rejected and other 
possible servers may not oe available. Generally, I propose 
tnat the interval be quite small (maybe 2 minutes), and suggest 
that ways of alertino the controlling fork created for the new 
lob to the approximate duration of computational service 
required for this transaction be investigated, 3ci 

The new joc: 3d 

Opens the new g bit byre size connections between 3 and U+3, 
and between s + 1 and U + 2 f  3dl 

Reads from the newly onened connections the pep CRTPRO message 
containing the login and accounting parameters for t he caning 
user 3d2 

Change login identity of this job to the user supplied • 3d3 

Time out and aborts if the login info is not supplied, 3d4 

The Encapsulates 4 

The focus here was on the Network Virtual Termiai Package (NVTP) 
and the communication between the Front End (FEj and the Tool, 
Here a major change in strategy was decided on, 4a 

Scenario rcr tool start UP* 4b 

The user tells the F£ he *ants to run the tool, 4bl 

The FE tells the WM the user wants to run the tool. 4b2 

2 
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The wm creates a PCP "old tool encapsulator" Process at the 
tool bearing host? this process is passed as startup info the 
name of the "old tool" subsystem to be run. 4b3 

l) The startup info (old tool tile name) is effectively 
passed to the NVT package before it is even opened. This 
seems a bit tunny when it is viewed as more than a special 
case, 2) in order to get the access control to the "old 
tool" file right* w e must ensure that the job changes to the 
correct identity given by name# p swrd, acct parms# before 
the startup info is allowed to be processed, 4b3a 

The WH supplies the login parameters to the n^wly created tool 
process. The process initialization code is entered and passed 
the startup info, 4b4 

The WM introduces the FE and the tool proceess 4b5 

The WM opens he NSW Tool Package and calls he BGNNsw procedure 
in the tool process, 4bb 

The WM returps to the FE the process handle for the tool 
process and the grammar for the tool, 4b7 

The FE interpreting the grammer calls the tool process to open 
the NVT package, 4b8 

Che FE locally sets up a user telnet process listening on two 
sockets C UT £ UT + l) , 4b9 

The FE calls on the tool process NYT package SETUPNC procedure 
massing the argument UT» 4b 10 

SETUPNC C UT ) 4b 10a. 

The NVTP mitftes the tool subsystem as a fork and establishes 
the connection to the EE's user te^et, The TBh end of these 
connections feed a NVT (or server telnet) that acts as the 
primary I/O for the subsystem. The NVTP returns as a note to 
the FE the local socket, numbers used in establishing the 
connection ST and ST+t, 4bll 

NOTE C ST ) 4b 11 a 

Both UT and $T are full 32 bit receive socket names, 4bllal 

The FE verifies that the telnet connections now established to 
its user telnet process are in fact from the tool subsystem b y 

3 
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checking the ST socket number returned by the tool process 
against the actual connections, 4bl2 

The FE (as directed tey the tool grammer) takes input from the 
users terminal and hands it to its local user tej.net for 
transmission to the tool subsystem. Data arriving from the tool 
subsystem at the user telnet in the FE is delivered to tne 
users terminal using the routines of the FE, 4bl3 

The SETVFNC call Is left unsatisfied, and therefore allows the 
NVTp to use heip returns to notify the calling prQcess (the 
FE) of any unusual events (eg subsystem halts), The calling 
process (the FE) can freeze the HVTP and the tool subsystem py 
an INTPFC call or abort tne use of the tool subsystem by an 
ABORTPPC call, ABORTPRO will result in closing the MVT, A 
subsequent SETUPNC will cause the "old tool" to be 
reinitialized. 4bl4 

T h e  resulting configuration has PC? communication paths between 
the F£ and the WM# between the FE and the Tool process, between 
the WM arc tne Tool process, and has the telnet path between 
the tool subsystem and the FE's user telnet. 4hi5 

V V 

• iE J <======================>! TP J 

* * 

* 

« 

# 

# 

UT i < >J 15 
4b 15a 

where: 4b)5ai 

indicates a PCP connection 4bl5ala 

indicates a telnet connection 4bi5alb 

*** indicates a control pain 4bl5aic 

,v.y is the Forks Manager 4bl5eid 

FB is tne Front End 4b1 Sale 

4  
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7? is the Tool Process 4bl5al£ 

TS is toe Tool, v S u f c s y s t e i t  4bl5aig 

UT is a User Telnet 4bl5aih 

The NVTP also acts as a file reference trapper. 4c 

The File Package 5 

The tile package was examined and the essential features 
abstracted. This resulted in a small set of procedures* ancS r-^e 

elimination of the access control aspects of the earlier 
specification. Also the ability to access portions of files and 
route the file data on various paths was eliminated, 5a 

Tne relation between file package directories and Tenex 
directories is one to on®, The access rights to oirectories and 
files that a caller on a tile package has are exactly those of the 
user*password*accourt that the process containing the tile package 
is logged in with, 5b 

The file package is an interface to the regular operating system 
file system and uses its access controls. 5c 

That is to say that there is no attempt to build up a virtual file 
system at the file nackage level, 5d 

Def Initions s 5e 

Th» following arguments are used in the subsequent prOdcedure 
definitions? 5el 

na^e * the complete name of a file in host dependent syntax 5e2 

name •* CHARSTR 5e2a 

in Tenex this includes the version number. 5e2ai 

class • a partially specified file name that indicates a set of 
tiles in host dependent syntax, 5e3 

class - CHARSTR 5e3a 

This is really only a special type of "name" as defined 
above, 5 e 3 a 1 

In lenex this is the star C «) notation. 5e3a2 

5 
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directory - the name of a directory (or directory hierarchy) in 
host dependent syntax he4 

directory - CHAR5TR S>e4a 

Directory s EMPTY should default to the login directory. 5e4al 

Note that in Tenex the directory is not enclosed in angle 
brackets <>. The WM n as to be able to use the same string 
for s login argument, 5e4a2 

filename - the fully qualified name of a file 5e5 

filename - LIST ( directory# name ) 5e5a 

classname - the fully qualified name of a class of files 5e6 

classname *LiST( directory* class) 5e6a 

filelist - a list of file names 5e7 

filelist - LIST ( filename# ) 5e7a 

class list - a list of file classes 5 e 8 

classllst - LIST C classname# ... ) 5e8a 

srclist - list of source files 5e9 

srclist « filelist 5e9a 

disp - the disposition of the source files# either DELETE or 
RETAIN, 5e10 

disp - BOOLEAN [ DELETE = FALSE / RETAIN - TRUE J 5el0a 

Note that DELETE makes the operation a rename, while 
RETAIN makes the operation a copy, 5el0al 

chni - a Port handle, Sell 

chnl - INDEX Sella 

If chnl is ap argument of a procedure the data generatea 
by ror received by) the procedure is transmitted on that 
Physical channel , Sellal 

fiietypellst - a list of file types associated with the 
filelist tni-t indicate the physical type of the file and the 
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format of the pep encoded transmission of the file. The type is 
represented by a small integer. 5el2 

flletypelist - LIST C INDEX, ... 1 5el2a 

These file types must be enumerated soon, 5el2al 

Procedures: St 

Llstdir C classlist, EMPTY -> file,list ) 5fl 

The names of the set of files indicated by CLASSLIST are 
returned in the result FILEIIST, 5fla 

This routine would accept (directory, name) pairs of the 
following variety: (directory, tiieciassj which would 
do the TENEX star thing for that directory, (directory, 
name) which really asxs if that file exists? (directory? 
empty} *hich lists all files in that directory? (empty, 
empty) which lists all files in the connected directory, 
(empty? fileclass) which does the star thing for the 
connected directory? etc. etc. Sflal 

Listdir C classlist, chnl -> EMPTY ) 5f2 

The names of the set of files indicated, by CLASSLIST are 
transmitted via the physical channel indicated by CHNL• 5f2a 

Deletefiles C fileiist -> EMPTy ) S t 3  

The files specified in F1LELIST are deleted, 5fia 

DeletefilesC classlist fileiist) 5f4 

The files specified in CLASSLIST are deleted, the names of 
the deleted files are reported in in FILELIST, 5f4a 

Scne interesting classes are: (directory, #.#) might 
ciear the ertire directory, as might (directory, empty). 5f4ai 

Localxfer C srclist? disc, class list -> fileiist ) 5f5 

The files specified by SRCLIST are assigned names and stored 
as indicated in CLASSLXST. When a name in CLASSLIST is 
incomplete a. new unique name is generated to complete the 
name. The actual names used to store the files are returned 

* in the FILELIST result, 5i5a 
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25677 

The retention or deletion of the source files indicated 
oy DISP, All files in SpCLlST have the same DISP, 5 f 5D 

Localxfer C srciist, cisp, fllelist -> EMPTY ) bffe 

THE files specified oy SRCLIST are stored as indicated by 
FILELIST. 5 f 6 a 

The retention cr deletion of the source files is indicated 
oy DISP, AH files in SRCLIST have the same DISP. 5 f 6b 

Getfiies ( srciist, fiietypeiist, disp, chnl ) 5 f 7 

The files are sent on the physical channel indicated by C.HHL 
as specified by SFCLIST, 5 f la 

The tvpe Information in FILETYPELIST is used to determine 
the r.appin9 trom storage format to transmission format for 
the files, 5f 7b 

• 
The retention cr deletion of the source tiles is indicated 
by OISP, An files in SRCLI5T have the sarr,e DISP, 5 tic • Putfile C fllelist, fiietypeiist# chnl -> EMPTY ) 5 f 8 

The files received on the physical channel indicated by CHNL 
are assigned the names and entered into directories as 
indicated py FILELISI. 5f 8a 

The tvpe information in FILETYPELIST is used to determine 
the best storage format t or the flies, 5 f 80 

Putfile C classiist# fiietypeiist# chnl -> fllelist ) 5f 9 

The files received on the physical channel indicated by CHNL 
are assigned names as indicated, by CLASSLIST. When an entry 
in CLASSLIST is not complete a unique name is assigned to 
complete the name, The list of new file names is reported in 
the FILELIST result. bf 9a 

The type information in FILETYPELIST is used to determine 
the best storage format for the fixe, 5 f 9b 

Discussion? 5g 

• 
A convention to be followed whenever two parallel lists are 
supplied as arguments is that i f the second list runs out 
before the first list, then the last element of the second list 
is to repeated for every remaining element of the first list, 

8 
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Whenever an input argument specifies a class ot files or 
incompletely specifies a file name, then the procedure is to 
return the complete list of actual file names. Only when the 
input argument completely specifies all file names completely 
does tne procedure return the EMPTY result, 5g2 

Another convention is that the procedures of the file package 
are to make heVp returns to their cauer on an,y error. 5gi 

Examples of errors tha could fee so reported! 5g3a 

Source tile dees not exist 5g3al 

Access control prevent your use of that file 5g3a2 

Unrecoverable T/o error 5g3a3 

The intent of the help return is to have the file package 
procedures report the failure of an operation on a per file 
oasis#, that is* the help return, can indicate the specific 
file in error. This tnen allows the caller to resume or 
abort the procedure with full knowledge of how far it got# 
or which files were not processed, 5g3b 

We can identify three possibilities after error detection 
and a help can? Sgibl 

15 skin that element and proceed on to next one# 5g3bla 

2 )  abort the whole can# with or without trying to 
undo what you've already done# 5g3blb 

and 3) try same element again with ne^ly specified 
parameters, 5g3bic 

The exact nature of these help calls will become clearer 
as the implementations proceed, 5g3b2 

5d3b 3 

General comment on tile package; 5g4 

Note the ramification of this organization for the NSW file 
transfer utility to access and retrieve tiles from, the 
various permanent and temporary work spaces Ci.e, 
directories^. 
Since tne File process ( i . e „ the process with the file 
package code; there is only 1# I think# f or a WM) is logged 
in as fi single user# and no further passswords are provided 

9 
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other than to log the fP in, the TBH s y s t e m  must provide a 
way to allow a special user (i.e. the designated FP) to 
access all ot the directories in the NSW space, while at the 
same time not allowing public access to these directories, 
in TENEX we plan to do this using the group mechanism, in 
MULTlCs I thin* we agreed that arranging the directories 
properly in the hierarchy *ould accomplish the same effect, 3 5g4a 

10 
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USEFG 
JAK.K 5-APP-75 15:28 25678 

Marcia, I4-TENEXA is now I4-TENEX and is a server not a user# 
I5I-DEVTEMEX has become USC-ISJB and is also a server# STAC can stay 
- it was slated to come on but actually never nas to the best of my 
Knowledge, I will have some more host name changes and Liaison 
changes or additions which X will send to you as soon as X get them 
unearthed (not many), JaKe 
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Reply to 25668 



DVN 6-APR-75 14 S 50 25679 
Step Toward ARC and MCA coordinating on NSW User Documenta tion 

Thanks for your reply to my letter to Warshall, I'm glad you 
understand Helpd some and hope we can get organized and get something 
done, x c onverted [bbnb]«rpillstein>wm«*procedures.txtj 1 into and NLS 
£ile<bbnb*help,wm-procedure*,> via the copy Sequential command with 
the two-carriage return option. Look in help by asking for "copy 
sequential" if you want to learn more about what that does, X have 
printed it but not studied it? when I have, maybe Tuesday, i will get 
back in touch, and we can try to arrange a way to work on it together 
gracefully. 
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You may be interested in new additions and changes to net, Also 
includes our lis - ARC-TSP (current one) and ARODEV (future one) 



JAKE 6-APR-75 22 S 07 25680 
NICNOTESM/75 

in the past month there have oeen several additions or changes in 
host names and host addresses. You may wat to check your host 
address tables to see if you have recorded the following; 

1 

2 C dec)# 2 (Oct) - ARC-DEV, Status sUSER la 

13 cdec), 15 (Oct) - GUNTER, StatussUSER lb 

26 (dec)/ 32 (Oct) - SDAC-44, StatUS=SERVER lc 

39 (dec), 47 (oct) - SDAC-CCP, 3tatus = tjSER Id 

46 (dec), 56 (Oct) - RUTGERS-10, StatUS=SERVER le 

51 (dec), 63 (Oct) - SRI-NSC 11t StatUS = USEP If 

56 (dec), 68 (oct) « SUMEX*AIM# StatussSERVER lg 

(Re move N Y U  as it currently has no Host Addr,) lgi 

57 (dee), 69 (oct) - NSA, Status=unknown at present lh 

86 (dec), 126 (Oct) - USC-ISI, Status=SERVER 11 

(previously announced) ill 

103 (dec), 147 (Oct) - SDAC-DP, StatUS«USER Ij 

113 (dec), 161 (Oct) - BBN-SAT, Status-USER 13c 

1 15 (dec), 163 (Oct) - SHI-IAH, Sta tus=USER 11 

130 Cdec), 202 (oct) - ARC-TSP, Status=USER 1m 

167 (dec), 247 (oct) - SDAC-NER, StatussUSER In 

179 (dec), 263 (oct) - SRi-CBCll# StatussUSER lo 

244 (dec), 352 (Oct) - USC-ISIC, Status aS£RVER 
IP 

The full listing of HOstnames is available from 0FF1CE-1 via ftp 
using pathname <Netinfo>nosts.txt, 

2 

There have also been several changes in Liaison and Liaison network 
mailbox addresses, Please tell any users wno might be using these 
lists for online mail dlstribtution to obtain the most recent 
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listings trow OFFICE**! using pathnames <Netinfo>Liaison,txt and 
<Netinfo>Liaiscn-sndmsg,txt# 3 

Please report any errors in any of these lists to Feinier@B6NB, 4 
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DSM 7-APR-75 11:45 25681 
MTACPY Problems Dialog 

The following is the beginning of a dialog on the problems I have had 
trying to use MTACpY to read the ppG Tape to dis< at 0£fice-l, I 

3-APR-75 1332-EDT MAYNARDl Request for Help with MTACPY 
problem, 

Distributionj PLUMMER AT BBM, maynard 
Received at: 3-APR-75 13f32 106*EDT la 

Hello, my name is David Maynard , I work at SRI-ARC, I am 
having a lot 
of trouble trying to read a tape (at Office 1) using MTACPY, 
Bill piurrmer suggested that you may be able to help me # 
My tape was written on a Burroughs 6700 and has the following 
characteristics s 

7 Track odd parity# unlabeled? BCL Characters# 800 bpi, and 
blocked 
with 2500 six bit characters per block (10 250char records per 
block) lal 

I Planned to use MTACPY and create a recsize file then use 
TAPCNV to convert the funny BCL character set into ASCII, la2 

I get the following errOr message from M TACPY repeatedly: 
TAPE ERROR, FILE STATUS = 700600,, 17 
2500 (DEC) SIX-BIT BYTES IN RECORD, 
DEVICE STATUS s 100000,, 150100 laJ 

I control c"eo the Job after about five minutes and 10 such 
messages, I found 3800 characters in my output file Cthey 
looked reasonable)# however the recsize file contained only the 
header statement and no data, !a4 

In looking through the JSYS manual I have come to the 
conclusion that 
my problem is that my block size is not an integral number of 
words 
(36 bit words), is this really true? will MTACPY really only 
work if 
the block size in bits MOD 36 is zero? I can't believe this 
because it implies one couldn't read, card image files C B0 char, 
unblocked)« 
Any help# assitance, or hints you could give me would be 
greatly appreciated because I am at a loss now for things to 
try, 
Thank you for your time, 
Sincerely David Maynard# m aynardebbnb la5 

3-APR-75 1537-EDT PLUMMER at BBN-TENEXA: mag taPe probles 
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Distributions MAYNARD AT BB?^B 
Received at? 3-APR-75 15s14i13-EDT lb 

I cannot help very much except to says lbl 

1, Mag tape card image files do get read here (maybe once 
a year!) 
2, We have read Burroughs tapes ang done the code 
conversion 
from t heir funny code, I thin* the program was "BCDTAP" 
out I'm not at all sure, 

3, One of those mag tape programs simply reads the tape 
and 
writes two files? one has successive characters# the other 
is a list of record lengths, 

4, l will see that the newest versions of those programs 
are 
Put up en system 9 for you, 

5, Jim Calvin has been working on some of those programs 
and might have some ideas, 1&2 

Good lycki 
--Bill lb3 

3-APR-75 2310-EDT CALVIN a t 8BN-TENEXA? MTACPY 
Distribution; MAYNARD AT BBN8 
Received at: 3-APR-75 2i ? 09 ? 4S<-EDT lc 

DAVID, I WILL THY TO LOOK INTO THE PROBLEM IF I GET TIME 
TOMORROW, 
I WILL BE GONE FROM 4 (EDT) TOMORROW TIL WEDNESDAY 50 I MAY NOT 
FIND ENOUGH INFO TO HELP YOU RIGHT AWAY, OFF HAND ALL I CAN 
TELL 
YOU IS THAT MTACPY & TAPCNV ARE SOMEWHAT OF A C ROCK, THEY WORK 
IN 
MOST SIMPLE CASES, HOWEVER, WE7VE HAD A GREAT MANY PROBLEMS 
RECENTLY.,, 
I'LL LET YOU KNOW WHAT I COME UP WITH, 
JIM lcl 

I feel that our best current option is to rewrite the tape, unblocked 
with a multiple of six characters per record, I plan to pursue this 
problem with a goal of at least determining the class of tapes MTACPY 
finds palpable, 2 

2 



DSM 7-APR-7 5 1 1 : 45 25681 
M T A C P Y  Probl ems Dialog 

CJ25681) 7-APR-75 UJ45J?J Title: AuthorCs): David 5# Maynard/D5M; 
Distribution: /PW0( [ IfcFO-QNOY ] ) EKM( C INFO-ONLY 3 ) GAS2( [ 
INFO-DNLY 3 ) : Sub-Coliections: SRI-ABC: Clerk: DSM: 



DVN 7•APR-75 12: 29 25682 
Please Add Beverly Boll to DPCS and DIPT 

Please add Beverly Boll (BEV) to DPCS# DIRT#and APC-DEvt Beverly Is 
an expereienced writer and editor who joins ARC today ancd will be 
wording on NSW doeumumentation, Please taKe Joan Hamilton off DPCS 
and DIPT, 

1 



Please Add Beverly Boll to DPCS and DIR T 
DVN 7.APR.75 12129 

CJ25662) 7-AFR-75 12 S 29s;?j Titles Autnor(s)s DirkH, Van 
NoUhUys/DVN f Distribution! /MLKC C ACTION 3 ) DEE C C ACTION 3 dpcs and 
Dirt notebooks please) DPCS( C INFO-QNLY 3 ) DIRTC I INFO-ONLY 3 ) 
AFC-DEVC r INFO-ONLY 3 ) y Sub-Collections? SRI.ARC DPCS DIRT ARC-DEVy 
Clerks DVNy 



CHI 7-APR-75 17 j 5 1 25683 
Response to 25660: FE*WM Control Functions 

Kirk, following are answers to questions you raised in 25660, 

Universal functions will be control characters, 

we omitted the "situation" view because of the large number of 
control characters being used up, We thought we could make this a 
command in trie NS W*EXEC, although we agree it should be a 
universal function, 

Yes, "available to ,,, tools" means available to the user while 
running that tool, The CLI will make these second-level commands 
in each tool, The tool designer needn't put them there, The user 
will, of course, be able to issue these after typing the escape 
character which gets him to the NSW*EXEC. 

Xour understanding of multiple tool use is correct, My current 
image is that the CLI will implement an NLS-like stack of tools, 
but this is not a hard decision, He may have to say which tool he 
wants to terminate, with the default being the one he was (is) 
just speaking to, After terminating the command, he could'be left 
in the N5W«EXEC or in a previous tool, we will have to experiment 
with this somewhat. 

1 



CHI 7-APF-75 17:51 
Response to 25660; FE*WM Control Functions 

CJ25683 ) 7-AFP-7 6 17;51?n Titles Author(s); Charles H# Iruy/CHIy 
Distribution; /KSl t ACTION ] ) NPG( C INFO-ONLY J ) RWWC I INFO-ONLY J 
) f Sub-Collections; SRI-ARC NPGi Clerc CHI? Origin; < IRBYf 

FE-CC, NLS ?1r >, 7-APR-75 17:46 CHI ????#*##? 



0EV 7-APP.-75 19 3 17 25684 

learning nls 

Susan is teaching me tc use tne terminal, It is sure funi 

1 



BEV 7-APR-75 19817 25684 
learning nls 

CJ256B4) 7-APR-75 Title! AUthor(s); Beverly Boli/BEV; 
Distribution! /POOH( [ InFO'ONLY J ) DVnC I INFO-QMLY J ) ? 
5ub»Collections s SHI*»ARC> Cleric; ESEV; 



DVN 8-APR-75 00*22 25685 
Count Visibles In Branch Doesnt 

This command in the publish subsystem counts only the visibles in the 
statement you bug# does no go on to the rest of the branch. 

1 



4r 

PVN 8-APR»75 00:22 25685 
Count Visibles in Branch Dcesnt 

CJ25685) 8-APR-75 00|22n*f Title: AUthor(s): DirK H, Van 
Nouhuys/DVN: Distribution: /FEEDBACK( I ACTION 3 ) ? sub-Collections: 
SRI-ARC FEEDBACK? Clerk; DVN? 



< 

V 

JBP 8-APR-75 02*00 25686 
Be? Systems Analyst's QUalltying Exam 

7-APR-7 5 X X 100 I 31-EDT, 37 0?000000000000 
Hall from C C A -TENEX rcvc at 7^APp.-75 1100-cDT 
Date: 7 A P R  1975 0935»EDT 
From; DEE at CCA 
subject: "SYSTEM'S ANALYST'S QUALIFYING EXAM" 
TOS NETWORK PACKERS:, CURRIER at USC-ISIB 1 

I TP INK ITS SOURCE WAS MEDIA/SCOPE JUNE 1970 VOL, 14 NO, 6 2 

YOU LEFT OUT THE FINAL EXTRA CREDIT QUESTION: 3 

EXTRA CREDIT: DEFINE THE UNIVERSE? GIVE THREE EXAMPLES, 
• • • • • • a  4 

5 

1 



pel systems Analyst's Qualifying Exam 
JSP 8-APR-75 02:00 25686 

(J25686) 8-APP-75 02:00??? Title: AuthorCS): Jonathan B #  P ostel/JBP? 
Distribution: /SRl-ARCc C I NFO-ONLY ) ) ? Sub-Coixections: SRI-ARC? 
ClerKs JBP? 



POOH 8-APR-75 13:00 25687 
augmentation arena 

welcome to the land of augmentation with its elves and system crashes 
and all sorts cf fun, 1 

i 



augmentation arena 
POOH 8-APB-7S 13:00 25687 

(025687) 8-APR-75 13|00fjff Titles Autnor(s): Ann Weinfcerg/POQH; 
Distributions / .dEV( [ INFG-QNLY 3 3 J Sub-Collectionsi SRI-ARC; ClerKs 
POOH; 



K£V 8-APR-75 I 3 S 25 2568B 
a simple minded batch processor proposal 

i suspect that it would taKe about 1~2 days to implement a quicK and 
dirty batch processor to run on bono, this processor would as* a 
user the name of a file to be run }eq runfil# etc)# input and output 
files# the name# password and account of a user# and the time at 
which to start the job. thus a user could specify wor< to be 
performed on hers/his behalf in the middle of the night under light 
load conditions, please give me any feedback or feelings you have on 
this and if there is both sufficient interest and need i will see 
about implementing it, i 

1 



a simple minded batch processor proposal 
KEV 8-APR-75 13:25 25688 

(J25688) 8-AFR-75 13:25???? Title: Author(s): Kenneth E, (Ken) 
Victor/KEV: Distribution: /SRI-ARCC C ACTION 3 ) ? Suo-Collect ions: 
SRX-AFCj Clerk: KEV? 



RLL 8-APR-75 14 S 03 25689 
updating ident file for ARCers 

HLK= Hopper says this change wlill not causea profolem just increase 
CPU use, 
JCN= if don't want the change please notify ^LK so she will not do 
it, Thaks 



updating ident tile for AKCers 
RLL 8-APR*7b 14 S 03 25689 

I would suggest that allreauestsfor additions/deletions from SRI-ARC# 
ARC-DEV# ARC-APP be cross checked with one another, inoticedthat 
someone was added tosri-arcbut not to either of thearc-xxx, Also 
conversely# added to arc-dev and not to sri-arc, the best thing to do 
is to put arc-dev and arc-aep under sri-arc ana only update the 
latter two. Even then i thinK people will forget to specify 
properly# so it is> up to ustofceepa watch on these things, thanks 
Rob 

1 



updating ident file for ABCers 
RLL 8-APR-75 14503 25689 

(J25689) 8-AFR-75 14|03)jj; Title: AUthor(s): Robert N • 
Liefcernan /RLL7 Distribution: /ML yC i ACTION 1 ) JCNC t INFO-QNL^ 3 3 * 
Sub^Collections: SPI-ARC? ClerXj RLL? 



Add Sattley to NSW Group 
JBP 8-APR*75 168 13 25690 

Marclaf could you please add Satttley (ident = KS) to the group 
NSW * • J O N F 

1 



JBP 8-APR-75 16*13 25690 
Add ssttley to NS'W Group 

CJ25690) 8-APP-75 16:13:??: Title: Author(s): Jonathan B. 
Postel/JBP; Distribution: AUKC t A CTION ) ) ? Sub -Collections; 
SRI-ARC; Clerk: JBP? 



JAKE 8-APR-75 17506 25691 
write-up for Resource Handbook 

HELP{ii I am desperate to get a write-up for Office-1 (and an 
interest statement for ARC-TSP) for the Resource Handbook, Can any 
or some or all of you provide such a write-up for me, If not, we may 
be the only large server without a write-up, I will be glad to edit 
and can supply the skeleton that JCN gave me several months ago, I 
need this yesterday of course (end of this week), This is actually a 
good advertising vehicle if presented properly and X believe is worth 
doing, Any contributions gladly accepted, Jake 1 

1 



JAKE 8-APR-75 17 106 25691 
Write-up for Resource Handbook • 
(J2569J) 8-APR-75 17 s 0 6 ? j ? ? Titles Author(s): Elizabeth J, CJaKe) 
Feinler/JAKEs Cistributions /JCNC I ACTION 3 3 DCEC i ACTION 3 3 JHB( t 
ACTION 3 3 RLLC C AC TION J )  P A 3 y ( [ ACTION 3 )  MEH( I ACTION 3 )  ? 
s ub-Collectionss SRI*ARC? CierKf JAKEj 
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L10 List Documentation 
DIA H-APR -75 19 J 52 25692 

CBBNB]<arcsubsys>XLl0 now compiles this syntax but does not produce 
code lor it, 'ibis LiO version has not been checked out -- report 
problems to DIA, 



DIA 8-APR-75 19 S 52 25692 
L10 List Documentation 

Introduction 1 

An L10 list is an ordered set of L10 data structures called 
"elements", For each element* the run-time package maintains a 
"list element descriptor" (DESCR) which contains! la 

1) the element's types NULL* INTEGER* STRING, LIST* (arbitrary 
storage) BLOCK* and any others we care to define, lal 

2 ) the element's value* if representabie in 18 bits* or its 
address otherwise* la2 

3) a Pit indicating whether the DESCR contains the event's 
value or address, la3 

4) a Pit indicating whether or not the element resides in 
storage allocated by the run-time package* which must be 
releasee whenever the element is replaced or deleted* la4 

If the element is itself a list# any allocated storage 
associated with IT must be released as well* and so on to 
arbitrary depth, la4a 

Associated with every list is an uPPer bound M on the number of 
elements in the list* which is assigned either at compile time* it 
the list is declared* or at allocate time* if space for the list 
is obtained via the storage allocator. At any point in time* 
every list is also characterized by another number L# which is the 
current number of elements in the list, The elements of a list 
are subscripted one through L, lb 

General List Syntax 2 

List Names 2a 

List names are identifiers* as are other stores in L1Q, A 
reference to a list involves writing a 
"full-word-lett-hana-side" inside # signs. Any ot the 
constructs LJG allows on the left hand side of an arithmetic 
assignment* that designates a full WORD is a 
full-wcrc wleft-hand-side t  T hat £uli*word is taken to be the 
list iocstlon. 2al 

Examples! 2a2 

*name# --name is a declared list or REF containing a list 
address, 2a2a 

# [array£j)3# --array[j3 Contains a list address, 2a2b 

1 



DIA 8-APR-75 19:52 25692 
LlO List Documentation 

#CgetadrCinax)+$toase3# --results of getadr + sbase is list 
address, 2a2c 

A list element is written as a list name followed by 'C 
expression '] where the expression designates the subscript 
value, 2a3 

In the following we will write #list# for any list and 
#list#E13 f or any list element designation, 2a4 

List Assignments 2b 

There are four types of assignment involving lists: 2bl 

Element Assignment 2b2 

#list# C13 -  list-element 2b2a 

Changes the specified element, 2b2b 

Suhlist Assignment 2bi 

#Hst« ti TO j] . #<'*> listpart £one or more listparts 
with commas] 2b3a 

Changes the specified elements* 2b3b 

List Assignment 2b4 

#11st# -  # < #'> listpart 2b4a 

Changes the entire list, 2b4b 

List Append 2b5 

#llst# #<%> listpart 2b5a 

Appends to the current end of the list 2b5b 

The syntax of list-element and listpart will he defined below, 2bb 

Element Manipulation 3 

Read 3a 

The following may be used as a primary element in any 
arithmetic expression (just as a number can): 3al 

DESCR ftlist# CiJ 3aia 

2 



L 1 0  List Documentation 
DIA 8-APR-75 19 :52 25692 

This denotes the descriptor of the ith element of the 
list (a WORD), use with caution, 

ELEM #1is t # Ci3 

This denotes the value assiciated with the ith element, 
Types and values are; 

NULL: value » zeto: 

INTEGER; the integer; 

STRING; the address of the string; 

LIST: the address of the list? 

BLOCK: the address of the bloc*, 

fcr i te 

Assuming i <= t; 

#list# [i] _ list-eiement 

replaces the current ith element of the list with the provided 
list eie^ent. The nst-eie went syntax indicates what the 
element is, where to get it, and what to do with the original 
copy (if any), The old #list#[i) is lost and a ny allocated 
storage is released, #iist# is used in the general sense, 
List-element is ore of the foil owing: 

NULL C13 becomes a NULL element* 

#strirg* -• the element becomes a copy of the string, 

"lit-string" --the element becomes a copy of the literal 
string, 

expression --the element is tYpe inteqer with value of 
expression. 

Note this could be ELEM #list# C33, 

COPY #list# [jj --a copy of that element is put in #list# 
C i  3 ,  

COPY EESCR expression --a copy of that element is put in 
#list# [13, 

3 
* 

3 a 1 a 1, 

3 a lb 

ialbi 

3alola 

3alblb 

3elblc 

3albld 

3alble 

3h 

3b 1 

3bla 

3b2 

3b2a 

3b2b 

3b2c 

3b2d 

3b2dl 

3b2e 

3b2f 



DIA 8-APR-75 19 S 5 2 25692 
L10 List Documentation 

The expression MUST be a descriptor or ABORT(baddescr) 
will occur, 3b2fl 

HOVE 911st# C j3 --the element is MOVED to #Ust# Cl]« 3b2g 

The element alist# C 33 oeccmes MULL, 3b2gl 

USE expression --the expression is taxen as a descriptor and 
stored, 3b2h 

The descriptor should be obtained from run-time package 
routines s0 that proper storage allocation is done, "USE 
DESCR #!ist#C33" Is specifically prohibited as that would 
copy the descriptor but not the element, 3b2hl 

LISTC l istpart# ... listpart) --the element becomes that 
list, , ' 3b2i 

The list is generated and an appropriate descriptor is 
stereo in #list#EU, 3b2il 

Create 3c 

If i > L# the assignment operation (above) is interpreted asi 3cl 

# list # 1 *- NULL # MULL# , ,,# list-element 3cla 

where the number of NULLs is given by! 1-L-U The appeno 
operator C U) is described later, 3c2 

List Manipulation 4 

Delete 4a 

The statements 4al 

#list # j 4a1 a 

deletes all elements and sets the length to zero, 4a2 

Notes #list# m MULL yields a list with one (null) element, 4a3 

Append 4b 

The statement; 4bi 

#list# U listpart# l istpart# ... listpart 4bla 

appends the designated list elements onto the list, 4b2 

4 



LlO List Documentation 
DIA 8-APR-75 19; 52 25b92 

terite 4c 

The statement; 4cl 

Uist# -  listpart, listpart, ... listpart 4cla 

is logicsiiy equivalent to; 4c2 

#list# -  f 4 c2a 

#list# J- listpart# listpart# ... listpart 4c2b 

Syntax ~ 4d 

A listpart is one of the following; 4dl 

COPY alist# --copy each element of #list# and use it, 4dla 

Same as COPY #Ust#UJ# COPY #list#C23# ... COPY 
nist#[L3 4dial 

COPY Uist# E i To j] --copy each element i thru j and use 
them, 4dlb 

MOVE Uist# --move each element of Uist# to destination, 4dic 

This means each element of #list# becomes NULL? 4dici 

MOVE Ui st# E i TO 33 --move elements i thru j to 
destination, 4dld 

This means each of Uist# E i to jj become NULL? 4dldl 

ELE'V flis t# --Put the values Cf each lis t element in th e 
destination as inteoers, 4dle 

ELEM #Hst# E i TO 33 --as above but for elements i thru 4dlf 

list-element --(as defined above) 4dig 

Examples: 4e 

# 1 ista# « COPY Uistb# 4ei 

Copies all elements of listo and puts (new) descriDtors for 
them into lista, lists,l » listb,L when finished, 4ela 

#lista#[i3 -  LIST( CQPy #li,stb# )  4e2 

5 
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LlO List Documentation 
DJA 8-APR-75 19:5 2 25692 

A (unnamed) copy of listb is created and a descriptor for it 
is placed in #lista#CU, lista.L = 1 when finished, 4e2a 

#lista# U  MOVE #listb# U  TO 23 4e3 

#listb*C13 and #listb#C23 become NULL, The elements 
previeusiv there are moved to tiista# CL + 13 and C L + 2J ,  
lista.L is bumped by 2 when finished, 4e3a 

Subiist Manipulation b 

Write 5a 

The statement: 5al 

Hist# C i TO j3 ~  listpart# « t M  listpart b^la 

is loqically equivalent to j 5 a2 

Hist# -  5a2a 

MOvL Hist# C13# MOVE #list# [i-13# 5a2a 1 

listpart# ,, t, listpart# 5a2a2 

MOVE Hist# U  +1]# MOVE #list# CM] 5a2a3 

Observe that this can change the length of the list. Also note 
that to null each of Hist# Ci TO 13 requires a FOP loop since 5a3 

Hist# [1 TO 13 -  NULL Sa3a 

replaces all of i tnru j with one null element, ba4 

Length Manipulation 6 

The current M a nd L f or list "list" are denoted, respectively, by: 6a 

list,M and l ist.L 6al 

Both attributes are read-only py programmer convention, It is in 
generally unsafe# for example, to perform; 6b 

llst,L «, 0  6b 1 

to null a list Cas one might do with an LlO string], since 
allocated storage blocks may be lost in the process, 6c 

List Declaration 7 

6  



L10 List Documentation 
DIA B -ApR-75 19 S 52 25692 

A list is declared at compile-time with a declaration statement ot 
(for example) the following formj 7a 

LOCAL LIST list [length! 7al 

This statement creates a local variable called "list" of type 
LIST f a na sets S 7b 

M=length ana L=0 7bl 

A runtime-ccmputed initial value may be supplied. 7c 

LOCAL LIST list [m] „ listpart# , ,,# listpart 7cl 

is logically equivaient t0: 7d 

LOCAL 'lIST list t rr3 7dl 

#list# _ l istpart, ,,,, listpart 7d2 

Corresponding declaration statements exist of course for nen-loc«a.l 
lists,, except that initial value may not be specified, 7e 

If the list grows to exceed the max length specified at 
declaration time# it win oe moved to allocated storage and «llow 
to grow further (UP to a system MAXIMUM), in particular# a list 
may be declared with a max length of zero by omitting the length 
syntax altogether, in that case allocated storage will be used at 
the first reference, 7f 

Examples: " • 7g 

LOCAL list? 7gl 

Clista) LIST [25]J 7g2 

DECLARE LIST QpC3], qzj 7g3 

Internal Format B 

The internal pDp-10 format of a list is: 8a 

list: XMC M,,L 8ai 

storwd 8a2 

ledl (list element descriptor) 8a3 

• » «  8 a 3 a  

7 



L10 List Documentation 
DIA 8-APR-75 19:52 2-5692 

ledM 8a4 

where storwe is a runtime package word that is used to indicate it 
(and where) the list resides in allocated storage, A  value of zero 
means that the l ist has not b een referenced, in that case M 
designates the number of (following) words that may be used for 
elements, 8b 

The internal PDP-11 format of a list is: 8c 

M 8 C 1 

L 8C2 

lists stcrwd 8c 3 

iedl 8c4 

... 8c4a 

ledM 8 c5 

Cledr) RECORD % PDP-10 list element descriptor! 8d 

ledval [18]# %address/value of eiement% «dl 

ledtyp [9]# %eiement type 8d2 

NULLaO INTEGER®I STRINGB2 LIST=3 BL0CK = 4% 8d2a 

ledimd [1]# %iedval contains value it TRUE! 8d3 

iedalo [13; %element sPace allocated if TRUE! 8d4 

Cledr) RECORD % FDF-11 list element descriptor! 8e 

ledval [113# %address/vaiue of element! Bel 

ledtyp C33# %eleffent type 8e2 

NULLsO INTEGER®! STRINGS LIST®3 8LQCK=4% 8e2a 

ledimd 113 # !l edval contains value if TRUE! 6e3 

ledalo [13 y % element space allocated If TRUE! 8e4 

8 
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(J25692) 8 »AFP *75 i9 s 5 2 • -, Titles Author(S)j Don I, Andrews/DIA; 
Distributions /NPGf C I NFO-UMLY 3 )  POOHC C INFO-ONLY 1 3 RWW C t 
I N F Q -ONLY 3 )  f Sub-C01IectIonss SRI-ARC NPG? Clerk? DIA? 
Qrioin: < ANDREWS* LIOLISTS.NLSJ2* >* B-APR-75 I 7S5S DIA ;???*###? 



JAKE 8-APR-75 2 X S 17 25693 
printer hassle 

jim, dean mentioned that he and harvey have gotten most of the 
programming done on the printer so that it will handle output to 
printer and that it is awaiting your approval of s yntax, would it be 
possible just to let them go ahead with the understanding that the 
command language might change if needed, this printer thing is such 
a hassle, every l ittle bit Cpun) helps, jake 1 

I 



JAKE 8-APR-75 21 U7 2S693 
printer hassle 

(J25693) 8«A'FP»75 2 1 il7|j|J Titles AUthorCs)! Elizabeth J, (Jake) 
Feinler/ J A K E J  Distributions /J C N (  [  ACT I O N  3 3  ? S ub-Collections: 
SR. I - ARC J Clerks JAKE? 



Hello 
KIRK 8-APR-75 21:48 25fr94 

Dear Kirk, 
Did FEEDBACK g ive you the word on the help buqs you've been 

encountering? Harvey Lehtman fthe reluctant help accessing system 
coder) said he fixed the problem with getting into a loop when 
quitting help but he couldn't reproduce the other problems you 
encountered and so cannot fix them, ,,, pir* forwarded your message 
to me. It is good to hear that you read Helpdj certain people here 
were afraid it might prove unreadable. If you have any questions or 
suggestions# I'm looking for feedback, ,,t It IS rare to meet 
someone else with the first name Kirk, 1 

1  



KIRK 8-APR-75 21X48 25694 
Hello 

(J256943 8-AFP-75 21I48HH Title? AUthor(s)! Kir* £» Kelley/KIRK* 
Distribution! /*5 C  L I N F O -O N L Y  ) ) ; Sub-Collections; SRI-ARCJ  ClerK; 
KIRK j 



PVN 8-APH-75 22 J 43 25695 
For Batch Processor 

Response to C25688,) 



For Batch Processor 
DVN 8-APR-75 22 S 43 25b95 

Assuming it could run commands branches and the like, such a 
processor coulc be extremely useful to publications people running 
the output processor and printing the result or runninq other 
automated editing operations. 

1 



For Batch Processor 
DVN 8-APR-75 22:43 25695 

CJ25695) 8-AFF-75 22:43???: Title: AUthor(s): Dirk H, V an 
Nouhuys/DVN? Distribution: /K^VC C A C TION 3 )  DMBC I AC TION 3 dpcs 
notebook please) FEEDBACK( I ACTION 3 ) DPCSC C JNFOPONLY 3 ) ! 
sub -Collections J  SRI-AFC FEEDBACK DPCS? Clerk? DVN? 



QVN 8-AFR^75 22:59 25696 
New Custodian cf the DPCS notebooK, 

There has been so^e confusion about Dee's ldent* It is D^B# not DEE. 



.Mew Custodian ct the DPCS notebook, 
DVN 8-APR-75 22 ! 59 25696 

Dee Brooks is taking over from Joan Hamilton as custooian of the DPCS 
notebook, I encourage anyone who sends items to this distribution to 
add a copy for action to Dee cident DMB) with a parentheticai comment 
to put the item i n the DPCS notebook, - For information about 
parenthetical comments, ask Help about "distribute effects", l 

1 
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DVN 8-APR-75 22:59 25696 
New Custodian cf the DPCs notebook. 

CJ25696) 8*AFF*75 22 s 59 ?; y ? T itle! AuthorCs)! DirK H. V an 
NoUhuys/DVN? Distribution! /DPCSC C A CTION ] ) DMB C C A CTION 3 d pcs 
notebook please) DEE( [ INFO-ONLY 3 This may explain some strange 
journal items that came to you) ; suo-Collections! SRI-ARC DpCSy Clerk! 
DVN; 



DVN g-APF-75 23 S 03 25697 
New Custodian cf the DIPT notebook:, 

Some confusion nas been noted about Dee's ident. It is OMB* not DEE• 



New Custodian c t  toe DjFT notebook, 
Dyh 8-APR-75 23 s 03 2S697 

Dee Brooks is also taking over from Joan Hamilton as custodian of the 
DIRT notebook, I encourage anyone who sends items to this 
distribution tc add a copy for action to Dee Client DH8) with a 
parenthetical comment, to put the item in the DIRT notebook. For 
information about parenthetical comments# ask Help about "distribute 
effects" • 



DVN B-APR-7 5 23 : 03 25697 
New Custodian cf the D I F T  noteb ook. 

(J25697) 8•AFP*75 23803?;;* Title: Authcr(S); Dirk H, Van 
NoUhuys/DVN; Distribution: /DIRT( [ ACTION ] ) DmB C C A CTION ] DIRT 
notebook please) DEE C C I NFO-ONLY ] This may explain some strange 
journal items that came to you) ; sub-Collections: SRI-ARC DIPT; Clerk: 
PVN? 



DVN 8-APR-75 23:30 2569B 
Files we Need and Can't Get at BB&N 

we are still net able to get files archived for the former SRI-ARC 
directory <docucocurrentation> wnich is now karcdocuementation> at 
BB&fr, Those files are getting more valuable with age and we need 
several for practical purposes as soon as poisslble. Our needs 
include making a C o m  version of the Microprocessor Technology paper/ 
supplying an clc version of the N5F proposal to the people down 
stairs# and recovering a chapter for use in the final report cn 
1868 ,  

We are still net able to look at journal catalogs online. We are 
trying to whip the final report in to shape this weefc, we need those 
files both to make the references correct and to run makeref later in 
the week so we can finish the report and SRI can get paid. 

1 



DVN 8-APR-75 23 S 30 25698 
Files We Need and Can't Get at BB&N 

CJ25696) 8-AFP-75 23:30??? Title: AuthorCs): Dirk H, Van 
NouDuys/DVN? Distribution: /JCPC C A CTION 3 )  FEEDBACK I ACTION ) ) 
JCNC t A CTION ] ) DNBC t A CTION 3 op es notebook please) DPCSC C 
I NFO-ONLY 3 )  ? SUb-Collections? SRI-ARC FEEDBACK DpCS? Clerk: DVN? 
Origins < VANNCUHUYS# FiLEBlTCH.NLS?2, >, 7-APR-75 13:06 DVN 
????####? 



addino idents tc a r c • ci e v 

please add my ident Cdrnfo) t o the arc-dev group 

UV,B 9»APK» 7 5 12 5 0 3 25699 

1 

i 

1 



adding 1dents tc arc*dev 
OMB 9-APP-75 12103 25699 

(025699 5 9- AFF-75 12:03?:#? Title! AutOorCs): Delorse M #  

Brooks/DME? Distribution: /MLKC E A CHCN } ) ? S ub-Collections: 
SFl-AFC? Clerks DMB: 



RLL 10-APR-75 1 3 S 00 25700 
instead of the batch processor 

In every byte cf Junior t hee is a bit of seriousness i J J1 



instead of t he batch processor 
HLL 1Q-APK-75 13 s 00 25700 

instead of spending 2-3 man days on batching# now about creating a 
multihost journal system, (or do i have my days and years mixed 
ur ) 

1 



ALL iO-APR-75 13!00 25700 
instead o f  the hatch processor 

(J25700) IO-AFR-75 i3;00;;;; Title; AuthorCS); Robert N• 
Lieberman/R,LL? Distribution; /KEVC [ INFO-ONLY 3 ) JDHC C INFO-ONLY 3 ) 
JCN C C I NFO-ONLY 3 )  JHB( [ INFO-ONLY 3 )  RA3Y( C I NFO-ONLY 3 3 D VN( [ 
INFO-ONLY 3 3 ;  Sub-Collections; SRI-ARC; Clerk; RLL; 

» 



HCQ IG-APR-75 13810 25701 
messages for renef 

anyone needing to contact me during the weekday hours can do so by 
calling up x2460 (security) and asking that pageboy #14 be buzzed, 
give security the message you want conveyed to me and they will 
notify me of it f f, f f #,(i) rene' 

1 



messages for rene' 
HCO 10-AP8-75 1 3 a 10 25701 

CJ25701) 10-AFP-75 ISilOfin Tltlei Author(s); Rene C, Gc&oa/PCQf 
Distributions /SPI-AFCC I INfO-ONLY 3 ) t sub-Collectionsi SB I-ARCs 
Clerics RCQ? 



Reply to your 25694, 
KS 9-APR-'75 16:10 25702 

Dear Kirk: 
Yes, FEEDBACK ana I have been carrying on quite a correspondence, 

usually via SNQ M SC after NLS Kicked me out on a "Data Base Portrayal 
Trouble", indeed r t he Problem with the loop has been corrected# and 
I can now get cut of Help with "X, On the other problem, i send 
Sandy(FEED) a blow*by*blow listing of my path through Helpland up to 
the point, of pcrtraya! Trouble, and she has responded saying that 
that pinpointed the problem, (I believe 1 CC'd Lehtman at BBNB that 
message,) If anyone needs to consult that listing for further tests, 
I'll Keep it in my directory for awhile. Is is 
tB8fvB3<SATTLFY>FEED30204 „MSG?3 f. Since then I've gotten to the same 
point, following a different Help path (different terms) and, 
interestingly, it blew up again exactly 26 inches of Tl paper down 
from the original Help call, If it would be of any value, I can 
transcribe that path too, 

Yes, I feit HELPD was pretty understandabie, 0n the whole, I'll 
start converting hillstein's ^-PROCEDURES into that form, rpobably 
next week, and then I'm sure I'll have lots of questions, I'll oe in 
touch, 
K i r k 1 

1 



Reply to your 25694* 
KS 9-APR-75 16.10 25702 

CJ25702) 9-AFF-75 16tl0fin Title: Autnorts): KirK Sattley/KS; 
Distributions /KIRK C t A CTION J )  HGLC i 1NF0-0NLT J 1 J 
Sub-collections: NIC? Clerks KSj 

* 



DSM 9-APR-75 17:03 25703 
NLS'izina POG Files 

This journal item documents tne procedure which should be used to 
convert ascii text files containq the P D G  d ata files derived from the 
86700 into well structured text files, I have also included a list of 
files which 1 used to test the procedure t and then shipped to 
Office*!. 

The following branch documents the proper sequence of NLs commands to 
s u c K  UP t he ascii text file into N L S, It can be used as a process 
commands branch. You must be connected to the directory which 
contains the file pcgprogram, The file names in the branch should be 
edited of course to correspond to the desired input and target files, 2 

(commands) 3  

create file targetfile * 3 a 

set viewspecs w 3b 

Execute programs compile procedure pdgprogram,Inseql 3c 

copy sequential pdg sample, a. s c iitargetfiie,dtwo 3d 

^^Files transferred to directory <5Cott> at Office-i 4 

(scott,pdgdata#) 4a 

A 6i Page NLS file containing 1683 statements which represent 
the data from the first 48j, entries in the contracts data file, 4ai 

(scott,pdgprogram,) 4b 

An NLS file contains the procedure which must be used to 
perform the copy sequential command upon the files received 
from the B6700, 4bl 

<SCQTT>pdgsample«asciij1 4c 

An Ascil text file containing the first 10 entries of the test 
file, 4c 1 

(scott*Pdgsample#) 4d 

An M s tile containing the first 10 entries from the contracts 
data file, 4di 

Additional tasx areas needing work are as follows: 5 

Standardizing the procedure for going from a B6700 7-track tape to 
an ascii text tile at office-l, 5a 

1  



DSM 9-APR-75 1 7 2 03 25703 
NlS'ifcing PDG Files 

I  am a s s u m i n g  pwg will perform this task, workable operational 
procedures must be set up# and the most efficient blocking 
factor tor the tape which is compatible with the MTACPY program 
at Office-i must be determined, 5al 

Measuremnet of the efficiency of the ascii/Nls transformation, 5b 

I will perform these measurements and reoort my findings to 
PWO, 5bl 

Improvement of the ascii-nls transformation, 5c 

If PWO determines that effort is needed in this area# and 
provided I can find time to spend on this task, i win work on 
improving both the efficiency of this transformation# and upon 
it's user interface, 5cl 

2  



NLs'izlng PDG Files 
DSM 9-APR-75 17:03 

CJ257033 9-APF-75 17 s 0 3 ? ? ? T itle! Author(s3! DaVid S, M ayn ard/DSM? 
Distribution: /FWOC C A C TION 3 3 G AS2C I INFO-ONLY 3 3 M CSC t INFO-ONLY 
) 3 ? s ub-Collections: SRI-APO Cleric: DSM? 



POOH 10-APF-75 16*21 25704 
Business cards Again 

X am going to send in another order tor COM business cards, Anyone 
who is interested, please come see me. 1 

1 



Business Cares Aqain 
POOH 1 0-APR-75 16:21 257Q4 

CJ25704) 10-AFP-75 16s21y;r? Titles AuthorCs): Ann weinberg/PGUHj 
Distributions /SRI«ARC( r ACTION ] ) s Sub-Collectionss SRI-ARC* ClerKs 
POOH f 



Look what they've a^ne to my song# ma 
KIPK 10-APR-75 X9 S 54 25705 

The policy of having new &Ls users spend valuable computer time 
blindly deleting every reference in the glossary that says "X! See x" 
is destroying valuable information for a questionable esthetic 
improvement, I request that it tee stopped immediately, A m uch more 
reasonable course given that we have the resources to have humans 
munge through the glossary# would be to just delete the first "X" 
leaving the "See x», 1 

1 



Look what they've done to my song, ma 
KIRK 10-APR-75 19154 25705 

CJ25705 ) 10-APR-75 X 9  ? 5 4 J ? J J 
D i stribution! /DVNC [ ACTION ] ) 
BLV( C A CTION ] ) PKAC [ ACTION ] 
KJRKj 

Titles Author(s)! KirK E, Keiiey/KIRKj 
POOH( t A CTION ] ) SRLC C A CTION ] ) 
) j Sub-Collections: SRI-ARC? Clerks 



Ampersand -> Dcliarsign 
KIRK 1O-APR-75 20:41 25706 

If UD dees not object# X would like to maKe the change in the running 
system as it 'is feit the transition for users may be much harder if 
we waited until NLS-9 is brought up, 



Ampersand •> collarsign 
KIFK 10-APB-75 20:41 25706 

Under our contract to ISIr ampersand is to be made a valid character 
useable in statement names. T his necesltates changing the character 
for external name searches to be dollar sign, Ampersand was a poor 
choice tor external name searches as it is much more appropriate as , 
valid character in a s tatementnam.e Cthe oniy replacement t 0r that 
function being the cumbersome Dollar sign is more of a 
delimiter tyoe character and quite appropriate for an external name 
search which is an expensive process as address searches go, 

1 



KIKK 10-APH-75 20 ; 41 25706 
Ampersand -> Dcliarsign 

CJ25706) 10-AFP-75 20x 41 ;??? Title; AuthorCs); K1rK E f  K elley/KIHK; 
Distribution; /0HB( C A CTION J )  EKM ( C INF0-QNL* j copy to elcrr) ? 
S ub-Collections s S HI-APC? Cler*i KIpK; 



morning message 
0MB ll-APR-75 10:47 

gooc morning susan, are you ready for the picnic today? i am; 
after dicksmess was complete this morning, i thought i would practice 
sending a message, i received a message this morninq from marcia to 
say that my ident has been added to arc-devC?) oh well, i'de better 
go now, see ycu latter, tell pam good morning for me, i didn't know 
how to send her a message! 

1 



DMB 11 -APR-75 1 0 S 47 2B707 
inorning iressage 

CJ25707 ) U-APR-75 10 ! 4 7 y J y ? Titiej AUthor(S): peiorse M. 
BrooKs/DMSy Distribution? /S^H c [  ACTION 3 3 S GP( [ INFO-ONLY 3 3 J 
S u b-Collections? SPI-ABC? Cierk? D^B? 



DVN li-APR-75 12: 16 25708 
Journal Nondelivery 

The journal has given me nothing, not even uathor copies of several 
things X have sent, since the 8tb #  T he things I sent go to other 
people OK, 



Dv# il-APR-75 12 s 16 25708 
Journal Nondelivery 

CJ25708) 11 -jbPP-75 12?16JJ; ? T itle! AutnorCs): pirK H, van 
NOUhUys/DVN? Distribution? /FEED( C A CTION 3 )  JDN( t A CTION 3 3 ? 
S ub"Collectionsi SHi-APCj CierKf DVN j 



HGL 1WAPR-75 13:16 26709 
ISI Meeting Report 

At the meeting held at ARC on Friday 4 April the following iterrs were 
discussed by people frorr I S I  (Die* Mandell, Jeff Rothenberg# and Ron 
Tugender) and from ARC (Charles Irby# Harvey Lehtman, Karolyn Martin, 
and Elizabeth Michael): 1 

1« Dick Mandell presented two possible methods for dealing with 
the problem of multiple modifiers of a Base message file. These 
general approaches are based on the use of what is! calls a PUF 
(Partial Update File), Harvey and Charles were concerned about 
the changes required in NL5 to implement the outlined desiQn and 
have agreed to evaluate other methods (possibly making use of the 
temporary nrccifications code existing in NLS,) Since tne PUF 
concept is basic to the CoTCO IA project and any other code 
modifications required (e.g., a sequence generator and address 
conversion package), this evaluation must take place this week, la 

2, Ron Presented the new view of the structure of the message 
files, it seemed quite reasonable, While an additional property 
type (access) is necessary, it will be managed oy the isi people, 
Primitives permitting use of and access to properties in the file 
will be mace available to them, Specifications of the primitives 
will be provided this weeki lb 

3, We d i s c u s s e d  the document Dick sent uP two week's ago on 
21-MAR*75 dealing with various requirements of the 1A NLS 
interface, We then iisted the items which remain incomplete and 
ordered them according to their necessity to the IA project . We 
also estimated the cost (in pre 8BNB mandaysi) There are 
currently about 6 mar weeks left in the 1SI-ARC contract. If it 
becomes clear that the more important items on the list are not 
getting done in time, ARC must alert ISI so a modified working 
arrangement can be developed, perhaps the mix of ARC coding/lSI 
coding could p e modified with ARC talcing a larger role in design 
and debugging aio if necessary, lc 

4, ISI would like an accounting of charges to date with a list 
of accomplishments, Dick Watson was not available at the time the 
request was mace, we will send the information d0wn upon his 
return, Id 

List of desired m odifications/developments for IA project-- Priority: 
A highest, C lowest. Estimates in (pre-BBNB) mandays spent by ARC, 
These estimates have an uncertainty factor due to the recent change 
in our working environment brought about by the disappearance of our 
PDP-10, 2 

1, Evaluation of PUF approach 2a 

priority: A 2al 

1 



ISI Meeting Becort 

Estimate: l 

2, put design/implemsntation 

Priority? A 

Estimate? 10 

3, Sequence nenerator-- specs by ISI, 
fey I SI with assistance from ApC f  

Priority? A 

Estimate: 3 

4, Search techniques 

a. HooKs into sequence generator 

priority! A 

Estimate! 1 

b. Control over case matching 

Priority! A 

Estimate! 1 

c , Anchoring 

Priority? c 

Estimate! 1 

d, search in branch primitive 

Priority: C 

Estimate! i 

5 , Virtual text 

priority? B 

Estimate! 10 

6 f  Address expression elements 

HCiL ll-APP-75 131 16 25709 

2a 2 

20 

2b 1 

2D2 

Design and implementation 
2c 

2c 1 

2c2 

2d 

2d 1 

2d la 

2d lb 

2d2 

2d2a 

2d2o 

2d3 

2a3a 

2d3b 

2d4 

2d4a 

2d4b 

2e 

2el 

2e2 

2f 

2 



Tsi Me eting Report 
HGL U-APR-75 13: 16 25709 

a« Conversion routines 2£ 1 

Priority* A 2f la 

Estimate! 3 2£ lb 

b, Handles 2f2 

Priority: A  2£2a 

Est lira te: 1 2*2b 

c, Tempcrary marKers 2£3 

Priority: C 2f3a 

Est lira t e: 1 2f3b 

d f  Intermediate returns 2£4 

priority: C 2f4a 

Estimate: 3 2£4b 

7, open and close file x-ievel procedures with parameters to open 
with particular access 29 

Priority: A 2gi 

Estimate: 1 2g2 

8, property x-routines 2h 

a. Specification 2hl 

Priority: B 2hla 

Estimate: 1 2hlb 

b, Implementation 2h2 

Priority: B 2h2a 

Estimate: 3 2h2b 

9, Additional changes to x-routines for ISi needs 2i 

Priority: A 2lx 

3 



ISX Me eting Report 

Estimate: 3 

HGL li-APR-75 13:16 25709 
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l & l  Meeting Report 
HGL U-APR-75 1 3 8 16 25709 

CJ25709) ll-AFF-75 13816??? Title! AutborCs): Harvey G t  L ehtiran/HGLf 
Distribution! /PW^c C I NFO-ONLY 3 )  CHIC t I N F O -GNL* 1 )  E K M C  t 
I NFO.ONLY 3 )  KJMl I I NFO.ONLY 3 }  DSMC [ INFO.ONLY 3 )  HGLC t I NFOH3NLY 
3 )  i S Ub-Coliections! SRI-ARC? Cleric: HGL? Origin! < LEHTMAN, 
MEETING,NLS?3, >, 11-APP.75 13 S 0 8 HGL ????####? 
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J E W  11 - A P F U 7 5  17 : 0 9  2 5 7 1 0  
Revised PCP Tenex internal Process structure 

introduction i 

inis document supercedes PcPTNxlNT# which claimed to describe 
the internal structure of a PCP process on Tenex, Briefly* I've 
moved all system Ci,e, PCP) code out of the PFs and into the CF. 
The PF* which now contains only user code* obtains the services it 
needs from the Distributed programming system ( D P S )  by means of 
JSYSs which the CF implements by means of Tenex's JSYS trap 
facility, This approach makes for a more satisfactory interface 
between user and system code, and will no doubt ease the job of 
debugging, furthermore, if these same services ever come to foe 
provided by the monitor, then the jSYS-oriented interface will, of 
course, pe just the right thing. Is 

Two of the four JSySs implemented by the CF -- IVORS and F R P F S  
»«• o rovide tpe PFs with access to a wpoie set of virtual JSYSs 
(VjSYSs) implemented by the CF, The other T W O  J S Y S S  -• GTDPS and 
PTDPS .<* p rovide the CF with access to a set of virtual juSRs 
(VJUSRsj virtual jump-to-user's3 implemented by the PFsi lb 

My apologies tor the terseness of this document, but time and 
computer resources are scarce. The reader is assumed to have as 
background for this present offering, a tho rough understanding of 
the several more verbose PCP-re1ateri documents which have preceded 
it, lc 

The Primary purpose of this document is to present to process 
impiementers the details of their interface with DPS, The 
services provided by DPS are largely as described in previous 
documents* with the following major exceptions: Id 

1) fewer restraints upon the internal PF makeup Idi 

2) more flexible processor management ld2 

35 the ability to run different p a c k a g e  sets in different 
processors (via the "subprocess" concept) ld3 

A Tenex process (and Tenex only, since subprecesses are not 
remotely manipuiable) Consists of one of more 
"subprecesses", the first called the "process leader"- and 
created as part o f  the process' creation, Each subprocess 
consistsof one or more "processors" (i,e, Pps), the first 
caned the "subprocess leader" and created as part of the 
subprocess' creation, ld3a 

4) the ability to pass arbitrary "startup information" to 
processes# subprocesses# a n d  processors l d 4  

1 



Revised PCP Terex Internal Process Structure 
JEW ll -APF-75 17509 25710 

5) the ability to give "scope" tc the handles for certain 
created entities 

6) the ability to lock a data store 

7) event and lock mechanisms for intra-Process synchronization 

Bp a new cata type, INDEX# which may be used to represent an 
integer In the range tl, 2**15-13 

Comments, especially reports of bugs/deficiencies or questions, 
are requested ASAP f  

Blocks 

Some of the arguments and results of certain VjUSRs and VJSYSs 
are stored in "blocks", a block is m+1 contiguous words of 
memory, of which the first contains a header (XWD M,l) and tne 
next I, date, "ABC (x)s" stands for the Address of a Block 
CONTAINING zero or more x's (or exactly one, if "s" is absent), 
"ABF Cx)s" stands for the Address of a Block FOR zero or more x's 
(or exactly one, if "s" is absent), 

JSYSs 

IVDPS CJSYS DPS+Q) 
invokes VjSSS, 

ACCEPTS IN 

0i XWD 

event handle to be signalled / 0 (meaning block), 

VdSYS number 

1-3? VJSYS arguments 

RETURNS 4 

1! unsuccessful, error number in 1 

25 successful, 

systemcall handle in 0 / VjSYS results in 1*3 

FRDpS (J3YS DpS+1) 
Retrieves results of VjSYS, 

Id5 

ld6 

1 d7 

IdB 

le 

2 

2a 

3 

3a 

3al 

3aia 

3aial 

3a 1 a 2 

3a 1 b 

3a2 

3a2a 

3 a 2 b 

3a 2b 1 

3b 

2 



JEW ll-APR-75 17 : 09 25710 
Revised PCF Ter.ex i nternal Process Structure 

ACCEFTS IN 3D 1 

0: systemcall handle 3bla 

RETURNS 4 3b2 

is unsuccessful# error number in 1 3fo2a 

2s successful# VJSYS results In 1-3 3b2b 

GTPPS CJSYS DPS + 2) 
Gets VJUSR arguments from DPS, 3c 

ACCEPTS IN 3c 1 

Os u sercail handle 3cla 

1-3: ABF (,,,) 3c lb 

wherever ABC (,,,) called for by VjUSR argument 
description 3clbl 

RETURNS 4 3c2 

1: unsuccessful.# error number in 1 3c2a 

2: successful# 3c2b 

XWB 3c2b1 

requesting processor handle# 3c2bla 

requesting process handle / 3c2blb 

0 (meaning local DPS environment) in 0# 3c2b2 

VJUSR arguments in 1-3 3c2b3 

PTDPS (JSYS DPS + 3 3 
R eturns VJUSR results to DPS, 3d 

ACCEPTS IN 3d! 

0: XWD 3d la 

error code / 0 (meaning successful)# 3dlal 

usercail handle 3dla2 

3 



JEW U -APR-75 17 1 09 25710 
Revised PCP Terex Internal Process Structure 

1-4; VJUSF results 3dlb 

Cor# it error code specified, 
byte pointer to ASCIZ diagnostic in 1) 3difel 

RETURNS 4 3d2 

l: unsuccessful, error number in 1 3d2a 

2! successful 3d2b 

VJSySs tor manipulating remote processes 4 

Processes 4a 

CHIPS CVJSYS 1) 
Creates remote process, 4al 

ACCEPTS IN 4ala 

li byte pointer to ASCIZ process address 4alal 

2! XWD 4ala2 

ABC CPCPE36 startup info) / 0 4ala2a 

(meaning EMPTY), 4aia2al 

ABC (byte pointers to 4aia2b 

ASCIZ user name, password, and account) 4aia2bl 

RETURNS IN 4alb 

1: process handle 4albl 

DELPS (VJSYS 2) 
Deletes previously created remote process, 4a2 

ACCEFIS IN 4a2a 

lj process handle / 0 (meaning all) 4a2al 

RETURNS IN 4a2b 

1: cost in cents 4a2bl 

ITDPS CVJSYS 3) 
introduces two remote processes to one another, 4a3 

4 



JEW ll-APR-75 17:09 25710 
Revised PCP Tenex Internal Process Structure 

ACCEPTS IN 4a3a 

II XWD 4a3a 1 

ABC CPCP636 startup info 1 ) / 0 4a3ala 

Cleaning EMPTY)t 4a3alal 

process handle 1 4a3alb 

21 XWD 4a3a2 

ABC CPCP636 startup info 2) / 0 4a3a2a 

(meaning EMPTY), 4a3a2al 

process handle 2 4a3a2b 

31 flags 4a3a3 

60 on? logical Channel only 4a3a3a 

RETURNS IN 4a3b 

li introduction handle 4a3bl 

21 XWD ph!2, Ph21 4a3b2 

SEPPS (VJSYS 4) 
Separates two previously introduced remote processes, 4a4 

ACCEPTS IN 4^43 

is introduction handle / 0 (meaning all) 4a4al 

RETURNS IN 4a4b 

li cost 1 in cents 4a4bl 

21 cost 2 in cents 4a4b2 

Packages 4b 

OPNPK CVJSYS 5) 
Opens remote packages, 4bl 

ACCEPTS IN 4bla 

li XWD scope, process handle 4blal 



JEW ll -APR-75 17 S 09 25710 
Revised PCP Terex Internal Process Structure 

2! X'wD 4bla2 

ABC ( 4bla2a 

ABC (PCPB36 Startup info) / 0 4bia2al 

(meaning EMPTY) 4bla2ala 

)s / 0 (ireanina all EMPTY)) 4bla2a2 

ABC (byte pointer to ASCIZ package name)s 4bla2b 

CLSPK CVJSYS 6) 
Closes previously opened remote packages, 4b2 

ACCEPTS I N  4b2a 

1: process handle 4b2al 

21 XWD 4b2a2 

ABE (cost in cents)s / 0 (meaning discard), 4b2a2a 

ABC (package handle)s / 0 (meaning all) 4b2a2b 

Procedures 4c 

CALPE (VJSYS 7) 
Calls/resumes remote Procedure, 4cl 

ACCEPTS IN 4cla 

IS XWD 4Clal 

flags, 4ciala 

BO o n! resume, rather than can 4cialal 

B1 o n: ignore NOTES 4ciala2 

B2 on: ignore HELPS 4ciala3 

B3 on: abort procedure on COROUTINE return 4ciala4 

call handle / addr of Tenex-format procedure selector 4clalb 

2: XWD 4cla2 

ABC (PCPB36 argument list mask) / 0 4cla2a 

6 
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Cleaning LIST (INDEX [CALLER])), 4cla2al 

ABC (ABC (PCPB36 argument) / 0 (meaning EMPTY))s / 0 4cla2b 

(meaning none) 4cla2bl 

3; XWD 4C1ai 

ABC CPCPB36 result list mask) / 0 4cla3a 

(meaning LIST (INDEX [CALLER])) , 4cla3al 

ABC (ABF (PCPB36 result) / 0 (meaning discard))s / 0 4cia3b 

(meaning discard all) 4cla3bl 

RETURNS IN 4c 1 b 

It call bangle / 0 (if PERMANENT return) 4clbl 

2i XWD type# subtype 4clb2 

3: cost in cents (if PERMANENT return) 4clb3 

INTPE CVJSVvS 103 
interrupts Previously called/resumed remote procedure, 4c2 

ACCEPTS IN 4c2a 

1! XWD 4c2a1 

flags, 4c2aia 

BO on: abort# rather than suspend 4c2alal 

can handle / o (meaning all: abort only) 4c2aib 

Data Stores 4d 

CRTDT CVJSYS U ) 
Creates remote data store, 4dl 

ACCEPTS IN 4dla 

1: XWD 4dial 

scope, 4diaia 

addr of Tenex-format data store selector' 4dialb 
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2• ABC (PCPB36 initial value) / 0 4dla2 

(meaning EMPTY) 4dia2a 

DELDT (VJ SYS 12) 
Deletes previously created remote data store, 4d2 

ACCEPTS IN 4d2a 

lj aodr cf Tenex-tormat data store selector 4d2al 

RDDT (VJSYS 13) 
Reads remote data store, 4d3 

ACCEFTS IN 4d3a 

X; XWD 4d3al 

ABF (PCPB36 value) / 0 (meaning discard)# 4d3ala 

addr of Tenex-form.at data store selector 4d3alb 

WFDT (VJSYS 143 
writes remote data store, 4d4 

ACCEPTS IN 4d4a 

is XWD 4d4al 

ABC (PCPB36 value) / 0 (meaning EMPTY)# 4d4aia 

addr of Tenex-format data store selector 4d4alb 

LCKDT (VJSYS 15) 
LOCKS r emote data store, 4d5 

ACCEFTS IN 4d5a 

ij XWD 4d5al 

scope, 4d5ala 

addr of Tenex-format data store selector 4d5aio 

2: lock type 4d5a2 

RETURNS IN 4d5b 

li datalock Dandle 4d5bl 

8  
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ULKDT (VJSYS 16) 
Unlocks previously locked remote data store, 4db 

ACCEPIS IN 4dba 

18 XwD process handle, datalock handle 4dfeal 

Channels 4e 

CRTCH (VJSYS 17) 
Creates channel between two ramote processes, 4el 

ACCEPIS IN 4ela 

Is XwD process handle 1, process handle 2 4elal 

RETURNS IN 4elb 

Is channel handle 4elbl 

2: XWD port handle 1* port handle 2 4elb2 

DELCH (VJSYS 20) 
Deletes previously created channel between two remote 
processes, 4e2 

ACCEPIS IN 4e2a 

IS channel hanaie / o (meaning all) 4e2ai 

VJSYSs for manipu1ating iocal process 5 

Subprocesses 5a 

CRTSP (VJSYS 21) 
Creates local supprocess, bal 

ACCEPIS IN • 5ala 

Is byte pointer to ASCXZ subprocess address salal 

2s XWD 5ala2 

scope? 5ala2a 

ABC CPCPS36 startup into) / 0 5ala2b 

(meaning EMPTY) 5ala2bl 

9 
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RETURNS in 5alb 

ii subprocess Handle Saibl 

OELSP (VJSYS 22) 
Deletes previously created local subprocess, 5a2 

ACCEPTS IN 5a2a 

lj subprocess Handle / 0 (meaning ail) 5a2al 

RETURNS IN 5a2b 

Is cost in cents 5 e i 2 b l  

Processors 5b 

CFTPR (VJSYS 23) 
Creates local processor# 5bl 

ACCEPTS IN 5bla 

11 XWD scope# subprocess Handle sblal 

2• ABC CPCPB36 startup into) / 0 (meaning EMPTY) 5bla2 

RETURNS IN 5blb 

ll processor Handle Sblbl 

D E L P R  (VJSYS 24) 
Deletes local processor, 5b2 

ACCEPTS IN 5b2a 

Is processor handle / 0 5b2al 

(meaning all within subprocess but leader) 5b2ala 

RETURNS IN 5b2b 

li cost in cents 5b2bl 

SIPP (VJSYS 25) 
Signs in local Processor# 5b3 

ACCEPTS IN 5b3a 

11 byte pointer to ASCIZ process name 5b3ai 

10 
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(ignored except from first process-leader processor) bb3ala 

2 :  X^D bb3a2 

ABF (pCpB36 [sub J p rocess[or) startup info), 5b3a2a 

ABC (byte pointer to ASClz package name)s 5b3a2b 

(indexed by internal package handle) \ 5 b3a2bl 

3 j QWD 5b3a3 

first page of su&process-global storage 5b3a3a 

(ignored except from subprocess leader)# 5b3a3ai 

last page of subprocess-globa! storage 5b3a3b 

(ignored except from subprocess leader)# 5b3a3bl 

PS I channel for VJUSR request event / -1 5b3a3c 

(meaning channel-less event), 5b3a3cl 

FSl channel for forced sidnout event / -I 5b3a3d 

(meaning channel-less event) bb3a3dl 

RETURNS IN 5b3b 

ll XWD bb 3b 1 

event handle by which Dps will request VJUSR bb3bia 

(eyent code * XWD ysercaii handle# VJUSR number)# bbiblal 

event handle by which DPS will request signout / 0 5b3blb 

(if BO and 81 and B2 below on) 5b3blbl 

2: flags 5b3b2 

BO ons local Process is at root of tree bb3b2a 

Bi on! local subprocess is process leader 5b3b2b 

B2 ons local processor is subprocess leader 5fe3b2c 

ii 
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30PF CVJSYS 26) 
Signs out local processor, 5b4 

RDYPR (VJSYS 27) 
Reagys lccal Proccessor for next service reQuest (INIPK / TRMPK 
/ LCAPE / LRDDT / LWRDT), 5b5 

Channels 5c 

SNDCH (VJSYS 30) 
Outputs portion ot PCPB36 data structure on local channel. 5cl 

ACCEF7S IN 5cla 

It XWD flags* port handle Sclal 

EO ont data structure aborted 5clala 

2J ABC (portion) / abort depth 5cla2 

RCVCH CVJSYS 31) 
Inputs next portion of PCP836 data structure from local 
channel, 5c2 

ACCEPTS IN 5c2a 

li Xwo AEF (portion), port handle 5c2al 

RETURNS IN 5c2b 

1: flags 5c2bl 

BO ont end of data structure 5c2bla 

81 ont data structure aborted 5c2blb 

LOCKS 5d 

CRTLK CVJSYS 32) 
Creates local lOcK, 5dl 

RETURNS IN 5dla 

li logic handle 5dlal 

DELLK CVJSYS 33) 
Deletes local lo c*, 5d2 

ACCEFTS IN 5d2a 

12 
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l* lock handle / 0 Cleaning all) 5d2al 

SETlK (VJSYS 34) 
Sets local lock, 5d3 

ACCEFTS IN 5d3a 

IS XWD 5d3al 

scone (value ALL illegal), 5d3ala 

lock handle 5d3alb 

2: lock type 5d3a2 

RETUFNS IN 5d3b 

1: lockset handle 5d3bl 

REMLK (VJSYS 35) 
Uns ets local lock, 5d4 

ACCEPTS IN 5d4a 

1: lockset handle 5d4al 

Events 5e 

CPTEV CVJSYS 36) 
Creates local event, 5el 

ACCEFTS IN 5e1 a 

IS- XWD Selal 

scooe (value ALL illegal), Selala 

FSX channel to be interrupted when event signalled Selalb 

(tor scope PROCESSOR only) / -1 (meaning none) Seialbl 

PETUFNS IN 5eib 

li event handle Selbl 

DELEV (VJSYS 37) 
Deletes local event, 5e2 

ACCEPTS IN 5e2a 

13 
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It event handle / 0 cleaning all) 5e2al 

SIGEV C VJ SYS 40) 
Signals a local event# 5e3 

ACCEPTS IN 5e3a 

It event handle 5e3al 

2; completion code 5e3a2 

T5TEV CVJSYS 41) 
Tests fcr signalled local event, Be4 

ACCEPTS IN 5e4a 

It event handle 5e4al 

RETURNS IN 5e4b 

It completion code / 0 (meaning unsignailed) 5e4bl 

WAIEV CVJSYS 42) 
Waits for a ny of a list of local events to be signalled# 5e5 

ACCEPTS IN 5e5a 

It ABC (event handie)s sesal 

RETURNS IN 565b 

It bloc* offset to signalled event handle 5e5bl 

21 completion code 5e5b2 

VJUSRs implemertea by (every processor in) every subprocess 6 

Packages 6a 

INIPK CVJUSR 1) 
Initializes local pacfca^e for subprocess, feal 

ACCEPTS IN bala. 

It internal package handle 6alal 

RETURNS IN 6alb 

It package version number 6elbl 

14 
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TRMPK (VjUSR 2) 
Terminates local package tor suoprocess, 

ACCEPTS IN 6A2A 

Is internal package handle 6a2al 

Procedures 

LC APE CVJUSR 3) 
Calls/resumes lo cal procedure on'behalf of remote process, 6bl 

ACCEPTS I N 6bla 

11 6b1 a 1 

XWD 6blala 

internal package handle, 6blalal 

ABC (ASCIZ procedure name) 6blala2 

/ 0 (meaning resume) 6blalb 

2S X ki D  6bla2 

call handle, 6bla2a 

ABC ( 6b1a2b 

ABC (PCPB36 argument) / 0 (meaning EMPTY) 6bla2bl 

)s / 0 (meaning none) 6bla2b2 

RETURNS IN 6blb 

Is ABC C 6 b lb 1 

ABC (PCPB36 result) / 0 (meaning EMPTY) 6blbla 

)s / 0 (meaning none) 6fclblb 

LIMFE (VJUSF 4) 
interrupts previously called/resumed local procedure 
on behalf of remote process, &b2 

ACCEPTS IN 6h2a 

is XWD 6b2a1 

15 
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flags, 6b2ala 

80 ons aborts rather than suspend 6b2alal 

call handle 6b2alb 

Data Stores 6c 

LP,DDT (VJUSR 5) 
Reads local data store on behalf of remote process, feci 

ACCEPTS IN 6Cla 

l! XWD fecial 

ABC (PCPB36 element selector) / 0 feclala 

(meaning whole data store), feclalai 

internal pacfcage handle feclalb 

2i ABC (ASCIZ data store name) fccla2 

RETURNS IN 6clb 

li ABC CPCFB36 value) / 0 (meaning EMPTY) 6clbl 

LWRDT (VJUSH 6) 
Writes lecal data store on behalf of remote process, fec2 

ACCEPTS IN fec2a 

i t  XWD 6c2al 

ABC (PCP836 element selector) / 0 6c2aia 

(meaning whole data store), 6c2alal 

internal pacKage handle 6c2aib 

2; ABC (ASCIZ data store name) 6c2a2 

3i ABC (FCPB36 value) / 0 (meaning EMPTy) 6c2a3 

VJUSRs implemented by process leader 7 

Processes 7a 

16 
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OKIPS (VJUSR 7) 
OKs introduction of remote process to local process, 7al 

ACCEPTS IN ? a l a  

1: XWD 7alal 

ABC (PCPE36 startup info) / 0 7alala 

(meaning EMPTY) # 7alalal 

new process handle 7alalb 

OKSPS CVJUSR 10) 
OK s separation frorr local process ot previously introduced 
remote process, 7a2 

ACCEPTS IN 7a2a 

1: old process handle 7a2al 

Packages 7b 

OKOPK CVJUSR 11) 
QKS opening of local package by remote process, 7bi 

ACCEPTS IN 7bla 

1: XWD scope# new package handle 7blal 

2j XWD 7bla2 

ABC (PCPB36 startup into) / 0 7bla2a 

(meaning EMPTY)# 7bla2al 

ABC (ASCIZ package name) 7bla2b 

RETURNS IN 7blb 

1: subprocess handle 7blbl 

OKCPK CVJUSR 12) 
OKs closing of local package oy remote process, 7b2 

ACCEPTS IN 7b2a 

1* XWD 7b2al 

17 
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ABC (ASCIZ package name), 7b2ala 

old package handle 7b2alb 

Channels 7 c  

OKCCH (VJUSP 13) 
OKs creation of channel to local process, 7cl 

ACCEPTS IN 7cla 

1? new port handle 7clal 

OKDCH CVJUSR 14) 
OKs deletion of previously created channel to local process, 7c2 

ACCEPTS IN 7c2a 

1: old port handle 7c2al 

NTLCH (VJUSR 15) 
Notes loss of Channel to remote process, 7c3 

ACCEPTS IN 7c3a 

Ij XWD f lags, handle 7c3ai 

E0 on? process, rather than port handle 7c3ala 

Data jype Assignments 8  

Can/return parameters Ba 

arcs* 8 al 

%resuming help% Bala 

%outcome% BCQLEANi %description% any / 8alal 

%other*ise% any, ,,, Balb 

argirrsk- LIST CXNDE X [CALLER*!] / DSELECTOR#, ,,,) «a2 

resimsk- LIST (INDEX (CALLER*1/DISCAPDs2) / DSELECTOR#, ,,,) 8a3 

type •  INDEX [ pERMANENT=l / TEMPORARY=2 / EPHEMERAL=3] 8a4 

subtype- INDEX [ 8a5 

18 
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%perm«nent% SUCCESS=1/FAILURE«2/AB0RTED»3/ 8a5a 

%tempcrary% COPQUTlNE=l/HELps2/ 8a5b 

%ephemeral%NOT£=l] 

results-

%success/tailure/coroutlne% any* M« / 8a6a 

%abcrted% %errcr name% INDEX* %diagnostic% CHARSTR / 8a6b 

%note* %event name% INDEX* %description% any / 8aac 

%heip% %nrobiem name% INDEX* %descriptlon% any 8afca 

C ode INDEX 8b 

(event# error) 8bl 

Completion code INTEGER (non-zero) 8c 

Cost INTEGER 8d 

Data store selector 8e 

LIST (%ph% INDEX* %pkh% INDEX* %aata store% CHARSTR t* 
%elernent% ESELECTCR#* ,,,]) 8el 

Deptn INTEGER 8£ 

Diagnostic CHARSTR 89 

Element selector 8n 

<BQQLEAN [K&YSTRUE / INDEXBFALSEJ> %eiement% a n Y/LNDEX 8hl 

Handle INDEX 81 

(systemcaii# usercan, process [SELF=I/SUPER=2]* subprocess 
CSELFB1/LEADERB2)* processor !SELFsl/LEADEPc2], package* 
internal pacxage, call, introduction, channel* port* lock* 
lockset* oatalock* event) 8ii 

Locx type BOOLEAN [FEAD»TRUE/WRITE«FAL5EJ 8j 

Login parameter CHARSTR 8k 

(user# password* account) 8kl 

19 
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Name CHARSTP 81 

(process, pacKaQe, data store) 811 

Number INDEX 8m 

(VJSYS, V JU S R ,  version) 8ml 

Procedure selector 8n 

LIST c %pn% INDEX, %pKh% INDEX, %pname% CHARSTR) Bni 

Process address CHAPSTR 80 

<hostaccress > < S P ><intrahOstaddress> 8ol 

Host address is decimal best aridr or standard host naire, sola 

Tntrahcst address is SAY filename on xenex. Solb 

Scope INDEX [ PROCESSORS 1/SUBpR0CESS = 2/PPCCESS = 3/ALL=43 8P 

Startup infc anV 8q 

subprocess address CHAPSTR 8r 

<intrahostaddres»> 8rl 

PCPB36 Data Structure Format 9 

Bit 0 If set, Key data structure follows 9a 

Bits 1-13 Unused (zero) 9b 

Bits 14-17 Data type 9c 

EMPTY #1 INTEGEPS4 LLST«7 9ci 

BOOLEANS2 BITSTR s 5 9c2 

INDEX s 3 CHARSTR s6 9c3 

Bits 18-20 Unused (zero) 9d 

Bits 21-35 Value or its length 9e 

EMPTY unused (zero) 9el 

BOOLEAN 14 zero-bits + 1-bit value (TRUE=t / FALSE»0) 9e2 

20 
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INDEX unsigned value 9e3 

INTEGER unused (zero) 9e4 

BITSTR unsigned bit count 9e5 

CH ARSTR unsigned character count 9e6 

LIST unsigned element count 9e7 

Bits 3©*?? value 9 f 

EMPTY unused (nonexistent) 9 f 1 

BOOLEAN unused (nonexistent) 9f 2 

INDEX unused (nonexistent) 9 f 3 

INTEGER two's complement full-word 9f 4 

BITSTR bit string + zero padding to word boundary 9f 5 

0 
CHARSTP ASCII string •  zero padding to word boundary 9£6 

LIST element data structures 9 £ 7 

Tenex Data St ructure Formats 10 

Procedure selector 10a 

Block containing process Dandle, package handle, and byte 
pointer to ASCiz procedure name lOal 

Data store selector 10b 

Block containing process handle, package handle, byte pointer 
to ASCiz procedure name, and zero or more ABC (PCP836 element 
selector) 1 Ob 1 

LOCK type CFEADSI/WRITEBO] 10c 

21 
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